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BBC content tagging 101: 
Content <- about -> Thing



BBC content tagging 101
Journalism

News, Sport

● Human tagging by 

subject

● > 2,000,000 tagged 

articles

● > 70,000 ‘Thing’ tags

● > 5,000 topic pages



BBC content tagging 101: journalism 



BBC content tagging 101: journalism



BBC content tagging 101: journalism

OrganisationPerson Place Theme



BBC content tagging 101
Journalism

News, Sport

● Human tagging by 

subject

● > 2,000,000 tagged 

articles

● > 10,000 topic pages

Programmes

iPlayer, Sounds

● No tagging by subject 

(except R4)

● Human curation of 

content by genre and 

format



BBC content tagging 101: 
iPlayer and Sounds



BBC content tagging 101
Journalism

News, Sport

● Human tagging by 

subject

● > 2,000,000 tagged 

articles

● > 10,000 topic pages

Programmes

iPlayer, Sounds

● No tagging by subject

● Human curation of 

content by genre and 

format

the rest...

Bitesize, Recipes, etc

● Bespoke domain 

models

● Human tagging and 

curation



BBC content tagging 101: Bitesize, Recipes, etc...



Problems with the current approach
Process, accuracy, quality and scale



Poor tagging process
embedded in journalism workflows 😀 

but…

70,000 tags to choose from 😩

no taxonomic hierarchy to filter on 😩

easy to mis-tag, no second pair of eyes 😩

some tags are ambiguous 😩



Poor tagging accuracy
It can be hard for a human to deal 

with tag ambiguity

For example, Sport have topic pages 

for all olympic disciplines, including 

shooting...



Poor tagging accuracy
It can be hard for a human to deal 

with tag ambiguity

For example, Sport have topic pages 

for all olympic disciplines, including 

shooting…

But shooting can sometimes happen 

outside of sport...



Poor tagging accuracy



Poor tagging accuracy
Place names can be particularly 

problematic, especially when there are 

sports teams with the same name



Poor tagging accuracy
Place names can be particularly 

problematic, especially when there are 

sports teams with the same name

When a big News story is associated 

with a place it’s all too easy to mistake 

the team for the location



Poor tagging accuracy



Poor tagging quality
5% of our tags are broad 

and cover 85% of our 

content

95% of are tags are specific 

and cover 15% of our 

content



Hardly any TV and radio tagging

Genre: 20010 (comedy) Genre: 20010 (comedy)

according to our TV metadata these programmes are the same...



Building better metadata: 
the Common Metadata project



Building better metadata: 
defining common metadata
generalised schema for any BBC 

content object

new controlled vocabularies for 

editorial tone and intended audience

building in automation from the start 

by modelling provenance



Building better metadata: 
more than just ‘about’ tagging
There’s a strong appetite in TV and Radio teams 

for better metadata, especially around editorial 

tone and audience behaviour

There’s a willingness to experiment with 

automatic classification by these dimensions, 

but with human curation on top… for now



Building better metadata: 
editorial tone
working with commissioning experts 

and UX to define metadata to 

represent the editorial of a piece of 

content



Building better metadata: 
intended audience
working with UX and M&A experts to 

define metadata to represent the 

intended audience of a piece of 

content



Audience behaviours as metadata - “News needs”



Building better tooling: 
Passport Control
Passport Control is the user interface 

to CRUD Passports

Useable as a standable tool or (better) 

embedded as an activity in an existing 

content production workflow

https://passport-control.tools.bbc.co.uk/

https://passport-control.tools.bbc.co.uk/


Improving metadata governance

Over the past decade we’ve evolved a vocabulary of 

70,000 Things that can be used as tags

This makes it much harder for a human to tag a 

piece of content with (for example) Boris Johnson 

Machine tagging can help, but really we need 

better structure and governance of our tags



Introducing machine tagging
Starfruit, pace/valence and Vox



First steps in automation: about and mentions
Starfruit - developed by BBC R&D

uses a standard machine learning approach to text classification (Multi-label 

Classification) 

trained on a subset of the 70,000 tags that have been used at least 10 times to describe 

journalism content over the past few years

can be used to suggest tags to a journalist



First steps in automation: Starfruit “aboutness”



First steps in automation: Starfruit “mentions”

“Our political editor 

said the PM was keen 

to focus on "bread 

and butter issues" 

like investment in 

schools and the 

NHS, or coming up 

with, at long last, a 

new way of funding 

care for the elderly.”



First steps in automation: 
auto-tagging works for journalism
R&D’s Starfruit is building confidence about 

machine classification in our editorial community 

So far we are only using it for suggesting tags, but 

we are pushing for full auto-tagging

Content creators worry about automation of these 

editorial tasks, both for accuracy and for their job 

security



First steps in automation: editorial tone
BBC R&D are developing an automated editorial tone classifier for TV drama 

segments based on valence and arousal

“Valence, as used in psychology, 

especially in discussing emotions, 

means the intrinsic attractiveness/ 

"good"-ness (positive valence) or 

averseness/"bad"-ness (negative 

valence) of an event, object, or 

situation”

“Arousal involves activation of the 

ascending reticular activating system in 

the brain, which mediates wakefulness, 

the autonomic nervous system, and the 

endocrine system, leading to increased 

heart rate and blood pressure and a 

condition of sensory alertness, mobility, 

and readiness to respond.”



First steps in automation: editorial tone
initial model built on human 

classification of comedy and drama 

clips

small controlled vocabulary 

representing the vectors - “slow/fast”, 

“exciting/boring”, “happy/sad”, etc.

machine classification based on 

existing model then retained



First steps in automation: editorial tone



Metadata quality measurement
Completeness, Accuracy, Provenance



Metadata quality measurement

Metadata quality measurement 

is well documented in library 

and information science

How might we develop a 

quality metric for the BBC’s 

descriptive content metadata?

completeness

accuracy

relevancy

timeliness

conformance 

to expectation

provenance

logical consistency 

and coherence

accessibility

fitness for purpose



Metadata quality 
measurement:
Completeness
Given an agreed set of metadata 

properties, is there any metadata 

present for these fields?

Are all fields equal in importance?

Across all domains/products?



property News articles Sounds music mixes

about 90% 10%

editorial tone 10% 80%

Intended audience 20% 30%

Metadata quality measurement: Completeness



Metadata quality measurement: Provenance
Initially we are dealing with two provenances, human vs machine

But…

● Human tagging quality will be domain-specific and affected by 

experience and knowledge

● Machine tagging quality will be model-specific and only as good as the 

quality and timeliness of the training set



Metadata quality measurement: Provenance

source News articles Sounds music mixes

Journalist 90% 40%

Music producer 50% 90%

Starfruit (model 94) 75% 25%



Metadata quality measurement: Accuracy
Accuracy is a calculated as a function of provenance and completeness at 

the individual property level 

“User X with provenance score 25% for news articles says 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-derbyshire-51611555 is 

→ about → TripAdvisor, NatWest bank, Ilkeston”

“User Y with provenance score 75% for news articles says 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-derbyshire-51611555 is 

→ about → Ilkeston

→ tone → funny”

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-derbyshire-51611555
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-derbyshire-51611555


Metadata quality measurement: CAP scores
We take Curation, Accuracy and Provenance together to generate a ‘CAP 

score’ for a given set of metadata assertions

CAP = (threshold + SUM(relevant assertion confidence 

scores))/(number of relevant assertions + 1)

(relevant assertions = assertions that support the value, e.g. assertions that 

would add the same About tag A to the metadata set)

 



Metadata quality measurement: CAP scores



@jeremytarling

jeremy.tarling@bbc.co.uk

Links:

BBC Things (tags): https://www.bbc.co.uk/things/

BBC Ontologies:  https://www.bbc.co.uk/ontologies/

Starfruit: http://starfruit.virt.ch.bbc.co.uk/

Vox: http://vox.virt.ch.bbc.co.uk/

Thanks for listening!

https://twitter.com/jeremytarling
mailto:jeremy.tarling@bbc.co.uk
https://www.bbc.co.uk/things/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/things/
http://starfruit.virt.ch.bbc.co.uk/
http://vox.virt.ch.bbc.co.uk/

